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Instructions:
1) All questions are compulsory.
2) All questions carry equal marks.
3) Attempt all multiple choice questions (MCQ) in the main answer book.

Q1) A) Multiple choice questions. [10]

i) Library building will be an ideal example by whom relationship?
   a) Constructor & Architect
   b) Manager & Architect
   c) Librarian & Architect
   d) Library Assistant & Architect

ii) Feedback mechanism is a part of which service?
   a) SDI
   b) Translation service
   c) Reprography service
   d) CAS

iii) For resource sharing among libraries which one is not a barrier.

   a) Library Procedures
   b) Inadequate collections
   c) Clashes between parent organisation
   d) Predetermined terms and conditions
iv) What type of Indexing & Abstracting and literature search service are?
   a) Retrospective Information service
   b) Current Awareness Service
   c) Current Information service
   d) Selective dissemination of information service

v) The demand of users in special libraries mainly is through the
   a) Title of the book
   b) Author of the book
   c) Publisher of the book
   d) Subject of the book

vi) Now-a-days what is called to staff of the libraries?
   a) Human workers
   b) Human Resources
   c) Staff
   d) Staffing

vii) What is the full form of INFLIBNET?
    a) Inter Library Network
    b) Information Network
    c) Information and Library Network
    d) Internal Library Network

viii) Abstracting and Indexing periodicals are which types of sources of Information.
     a) Secondary
     b) Primary
     c) Tertiary
     d) None of the above

ix) Special libraries receive funds from.
    a) Library Association
    b) UGC
    c) Parent organization
    d) None of the above

x) Now a days which types of material have been entered in main stream of collection development in the special libraries?
   a) Printed
   b) Electronic
   c) None of the above
B) Write answers in one or two sentences. [10]

i) Which type of CAS and SDI services are?
ii) What is the full form of ERNET?
iii) What does HRM stands for?
iv) What is the motivation?
v) What is the special library?
vi) What is the another name of librarian in special library?
vii) 'User Profile' is a part of which service?
viii) What is the team planning for library building consists of?
ix) 'Patents and specification' are which type of source of information?
x) What is the Abstracting service?

Q2) Write short notes on any four: [20]

a) Literature search
b) Organizational structure in special libraries.
c) Newspaper dipping service
d) Recruitment and selection
e) Abstracting service
f) Reprographic service

Q3) What is the planning for special library building? Explain objectives and functions of special libraries. OR [20]

What is CAS & SDI service? Describe them with special reference to special libraries.

Q4) Define 'special library' and explain the activities involved in collection development and resource management in a special library. OR [20]